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called out, do you go with another of the brethren to see if
that is the cairn. So off went Suwid with Salih while we led
on somewhat north of west. Almost immediately we came
to two or three camel-paths meandering across the desert.
Salim sighed with relief. Surely these will bring us to the
water if we follow them. And as we went other paths
struck into the general line, the paths of generations of
camels trailing from the desert pastures to the watering,
scored deep in the gravel plain. We went by a stone-lined
prayer-place of the herdsmen, and afar off there appeared
before us the line of dunes which they call JArq al Rammak,
the dividing line between the vast plain of Al Jidda and the
lesser plain of Al Farsha where the Wadi splays out into a
delta in the angle formed by the northern and southern
sections of Tuwaiq. A pleasant east wind blew freshly upon
us from behind to temper the sultriness of the afternoon and
the sky was leaden with dull clouds above. A few spots of
rain dropped from them as we turned aside into a thin
coppice of acacias for the afternoon prayer. Long since, a
month or more ago, a raiding party had halted here, and
there were plentiful droppings of the Sim, which evidently
frequented the spot in considerable numbers to eke out the
hot afternoons in the grateful shade of the bushes.
The wind increased in strength, veering to the south-east,
as we continued the march across the flattened right shoulder
of the Rammak dune-ridge, beyond which at last we looked
upon the broad line of thick bushes which constitute the
Farsha orflood-channel of Wadi Dawasir from the point where
it debouches into the desert from the Latwa strait. The
outer line of Tuwaiq lay to our right streaked with the bushy
courses of numerous freshets, whose mouths towards the
plain were choked with 6%odAa-covered sand-ridges, one of
which, greater than the rest, is known as Qauz al Sha'diya
from the torrent-bed of that name which I had crossed
farther up in the midst of Tuwaiq during my journey of 1918.
A few drops of rain had fallen upon us as we prayed, and an
intermittent drizzle accompanied us on the last stage of the
day's journey across a gravel plain lightly sprinkled with
sand to the broad Farsha channel, in whose lightly wood,ed

